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The knowledge shared in this e-book can
help you realize the importance of faith and
full trust in leadership. Whether you are a
business owner, an executive, a corporate
employee, a manager, a community leader,
a volunteer, a coach, a consultant, a
teacher, a project manager, a scientist, a
team leader, an investor, a service provider
of any kind, a retired person, or even an
unemployed- experienced or apprenticethe e-book has something to offer you. I
wrote this e-book because in the past few
years I have observed many who have had
leadership roles in their organizations but
due to the lack of trust and faith in
themselves, others, and/or the Source (e.g.
God, Higher Power, Light, Life Force
Energy), they have not been able to
embrace
unexpected
changes
and
consequently gave up too soon and
accepted failure. By organization, I mean a
family, a community, a team, a society, a
company, a corporation, an institute, a
group, etc.Faith is one of the cornerstones
of authentic leadership. Together with
energy and vision, they form the leadership
triangle. Faith is about believing no matter
how difficult situations are. It is about
having full trust in the self, in others, and
in the Source. Faith has an important role
in an authentic leaders life. Without faith,
trust is a strange word. Without faith
leadership is not complete. Having faith
helps the leader move forward by giving
him/her the confidence he/she needs to take
risks and trust the invisible. It helps the
leader see the final destination clearly
without being bothered by obstacles.In the
Leaders Guide to Faith you will learn the
following:6 reasons why faith is important
in leadership7 benefits of having faithThe
faith triangleHow to assess the level of full
trust and faith in your leadership9 causes of
not having faith/trustThe two worlds9 ways
to upgrade your faith blueprint5 ways to
build trust7 signs of faithful leaders4 tools
for boosting your faith levelI encourage
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you to order and read this e-book to the end
and apply its lessons in your life so that
you can lead effectively by trusting
yourself, others and the Source. Note that
the 21st century is the century of authentic
leadership. Authentic leadership is not
possible without integrating 360 faith in
your personal and professional life.As a
leader, if you want to learn the secrets of
building trust and leading with faith, this
e-book is a must. Order now and enjoy the
magic of Leaders Guide to Faith now.
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